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HAWKHURST COMMUNITY SUPPORT GROUP 

Newsletter No. 5 
3rd May 2020 

 

Volunteer & Client numbers: update 
 

Yet again our volunteer and client numbers continue to rise.  Last week we reported 
that 135 volunteers and 145 clients had registered with HCSG.   

Perhaps as a result of the widespread distribution of the Parish Newsletter last week, 
we have had a flurry of people getting in touch and can report that we now have a   
total of 138 volunteers and 152 clients. 

This is particularly encouraging bearing in mind the feedback we have received from 
the GP surgeries that certain groups who should be self-isolating are ignoring         
Government guidance, of which see later. 

 
 A word from the Chair……. 

 

 It hardly seems possible that we are heading into May. This  
 certainly has  been a Spring like no other. Five weeks in, and we 
 are all adjusting to life under lockdown. There is no doubt it 
 has been challenging, but it is still absolutely vital that we all 
 continue to follow the guidance to stay at home. 

 Social isolation and loneliness are a big concern. Tunbridge 
 Wells Borough Council has been busy creating a new website   

intended to provide a sense of community while we are socially distancing. This brings 
together information and activities for all ages and can be found here:  
www.twsocial.co.uk. Also, don't forget that our Phone Buddies are available if you feel 
like a chat (call us on the number at the bottom of this page). Another hugely worrying 
trend is the drop in the number of people seeking medical care for issues other than 
coronavirus. If you or a member of your family are ill, our GP surgeries are still there for 
you. They can offer phone and video appointments as well as face-to-face appointments, 
whichever is most appropriate. So please do get in touch with the surgeries, just as you 
would at any other time. 

 

Welcome to the fifth edition of the HCSG newsletter - we hope you enjoy reading it.  If you 
have any feedback or there is something in particular you’d like us to feature, please email 

us at hawkhurstcommunity@gmail.com         

If you know of others who would like to read the newsletter, please note that it is also   
published on our website: www.hawkhurstcommunitysupport.com/hcsg-newsletter  
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When am I allowed to leave the house? 

You should only leave the house for very limited purposes: 

• shopping for basic necessities, for example food and medicine, which must be as       
infrequent as possible 

• one form of exercise a day, for example a run, walk, or cycle - alone or with members 
of your household 

• any medical need, including to donate blood, avoid or escape risk of injury or harm, or 
to provide care or to help a vulnerable person 

• travelling for work purposes, but only where you cannot work from home 

Even when doing these activities, you should be minimising time spent away from the 
home and ensuring that you are two metres apart from anyone outside of your        
household. 

Can I see my friends? 

We must all stay away from each other to stop spreading the virus, and that means      
you should not be meeting friends unless you live in the same household.  

Instead, you could keep in touch with your friends using phone or video calls. 

Please remember Government guidance about social distancing: 

https://www.hawkhurstcommunitysupport.com/
mailto:hawkhurstcommunity@gmail.com
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A message from North Ridge & Wish Valley GP            

Surgeries:  

People should seek medical care when they need it 

and not be put off by the coronavirus epidemic.     

Doctors are still available for routine (non-

coronavirus) consultations.   

6 week baby checks and routine immunisations  

should continue as per the immunisation programme. 

Anyone who delays seeking treatment is putting their 

long-term health at risk, as well as their life. 

Half the usual number of people are going to A&E and 

treatment for heart attacks and strokes is down. 

How to get help: 

• Contact your GP practice, use NHS 111 online or 

call 111 if you need medical help 

• Call 999 in an emergency 

• Go to hospital if you are told you should 
 

Seeking medical help is one of the four reasons     

people can safely leave home, Government guidance 

says. 

 

 

 

 

Be a part of Hawkhurst Parish      
Council’s archive! 

 

Hawkhurst in Lockdown –       
picture appeal   

 

The country has taken on a special 
character in lockdown.  We have all 
seen the TV pictures of empty city 
centres, heard bird song more clearly 
as our once busy roads fall silent, and 
looked up to the azure blue sky    
without airline vapour trails.  We have 
also witnessed great renaissance of 
community spirit. 

We would like to ensure that future 
generations can see for themselves 
what life was like in Hawkhurst and 
the surrounding areas during this 
time. 

So, if you have a picture you think has 
a story to tell and would like included 
in a living history project for this time, 
then do please let us know.   

You can send us an email with a       
description of your picture to the   
Parish Clerk at: 

parish.clerk@hawkhurst-pc.gov.uk  

or print out the picture and post it to: 

Hawkhurst Parish Council, The Office 
at the Moor, Hawkhurst, Kent TN18 
4NT 

We will follow up all potential        
contributions after the crisis is over 
and obtain high-resolution copies for 
those chosen to go into the village  
archive. 

WRAP DEMENTIA DAY 

 SERVICES 
 

Did you know that Tina Stirling, WRAP Dementia    
Manager, has set up an online Carers’ Group for       
anyone caring for someone with dementia?  

Tina organises a Zoom Carers’ Group on Tuesdays 
at 11am and a ‘Yoga in a Chair’ Group on        
Thursdays at 11am. Contact her at: 

tinastirling@talktalk.net or 07885 541 390 

Both surgeries will be open on Bank Holiday Friday 8th May 

for any urgent matters.  No nurse or HCA appointments.  

Dispensary open with reduced hours. 

https://www.hawkhurstcommunitysupport.com/
mailto:hawkhurstcommunity@gmail.com
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A few thank yous… 
 

We are very lucky in Hawkhurst to have lots of wonderful people and local businesses 
who have been pulling together during these unprecedented times. The HCSG would like 
to thank in particular the following who have been so supportive of the Group from the 
very beginning: 

 Rob, the Community Warden  

 

 Rob is the KCC Community Warden for Hawkhurst, 
 Sandhurst, Goudhurst,  Lamberhurst and Paddock 
 Wood! He liaises with community groups and 
 works with police and partner agencies, basically 
 he’s the eyes and ears of the community. 
 Rob offered at the start to deliver our leaflets to 
 our volunteer distributors and we are very     
 grateful to him for his on-going help with this. 

 
Phil has been working for Hawkhurst Parish  
Council since 2012 as an external caretaker. 
You might have met Phil as he dropped off over  
200 Easter eggs to volunteers over the Bank  
holiday weekend as well as delivering the many 
bags of apples he collects from Stevens Farm to  
our team of volunteers, who then distribute them  
to our clients.  Thank you Phil! 

 Phil, Hawkhurst Parish Council 
  
  
 

 

 Stevens Farm 
 We cannot thank enough wonderful Stevens Farm in Hawkhurst  
 for their incredibly generous donation of approximately 1,500  
 gorgeous locally grown Gala apples.  The Budd family and their 
 hard working staff have provided our clients with their super sized  
 apples for many weeks.  The comments we have received from   
 clients speak for themselves  “they’re so delicious, I’ve never 
 seen apples of that quality!” “such a kind and generous gift of     
 superb apples” “a much appreciated gift”. 
 

Mateusz from Stevens Farm with the HCSG apples 
 
 

Park Farm Butchers 
A massive thank you to Andy Clarke and Park Farm    
Butchers for the use of the company van. Phil has 
been able to use the van to collect apples, distribute  
Easter eggs and run errands for HCSG.  We would have 
been stuck without it! 

https://www.hawkhurstcommunitysupport.com/
mailto:hawkhurstcommunity@gmail.com
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Meet the HCSG Co-ordinating Group 
 

Having introduced Adrian and Jane last week, this time it’s the turn of Volunteer Manager, Astrid     
Miller and our Technology Lead, Richard Tyrie.                                 

 
 

 

 

 

 

Hawkhurst celebrates the 75th anniversary of VE Day! 

Hawkhurst residents are pulling together to celebrate the 75th Anniversary of VE Day.  

In Hawkhurst, as elsewhere, we are getting used to “lockdown” but it has only been 5 weeks – imagine 

how you would feel after 5 years! That’s how long we worked together in World War II. 

So let’s celebrate the collective effort of grandparents, parents, relatives and indeed some of the older 

members of our community on Friday 8th May 2020. There are a range of activities to enjoy: 

• Decorate your house in red, white and blue  

• Hold a front garden “Garden Party” – 3pm  

• Enjoy a community sing-along – 9pm  

• Art competition 

For further information contact: carisbaba@yahoo.co.uk or karenmackelden@gmail.com or phone 

07444 837029. 

In addition, HCSG are also holding a VE Day Children’s Art competition – closing date 5th May 2020 – 

visit www.hawkhurstcommunitysupport.com/veday  

 

The VE Day events celebrate ordinary people making extra-ordinary efforts in a common cause, and 

that is what we, as a community, are doing now by “staying in, protecting the NHS and saving lives”. 

                                

                                Richard Tyrie 

                                Technology Lead 

 

                               Richard designed and delivered the  

                               volunteer and client database that is used to  

                               capture registrations, ensure safeguarding 

processes are followed, and co-ordinate the matching and 

deployment of volunteers with clients. 

He says “It’s been inspiring to see the local community come 

together during this challenging time, and a pleasure to be 

involved in such a wonderful initiative.” 

 

                                      Astrid Miller, Volunteer Manager 

                                       
                                      “I am honoured to be part of this Covid-19 
                                      coordination team and am in awe of the 
                                      amazing people that have pulled together 
                                      on a voluntary basis to help the local  
community”.  Astrid has over 20 years of hospitality experience 
so caring for and attending to people’s needs comes naturally 
to her.  She oversees the volunteer management side of things 
in the Group, as well as select special initiatives. She works 
closely with the Area Leaders across the various                 
neighbourhoods to ensure that help is quickly given to any  
clients in need. 
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